Most methods for statistical analysis of RNA-seq data take a matrix of abundance estimates for some type of 15 genomic features as their input, and consequently the quality of any obtained results are directly dependent 16 on the quality of these abundances. Here, we present the junction coverage compatibility (JCC) score, which 17 provides a way to evaluate the reliability of transcript-level abundance estimates as well as the accuracy of 18 transcript annotation catalogs. It works by comparing the observed number of reads spanning each annotated 19 splice junction in a genomic region to the predicted number of junction-spanning reads, inferred from the 20 estimated transcript abundances and the genomic coordinates of the corresponding annotated transcripts. We 21 show that while most genes show good agreement between the observed and predicted junction coverages, 22 there is a small set of genes that do not. Genes with poor agreement are found regardless of the method used 23 to estimate transcript abundances, and the corresponding transcript abundances should be treated with care in 24 any downstream analyses.
Prediction of expected junction coverage
In order to predict the expected number of reads mapping across each junction, given estimates of the transcript 155 abundances, we first fit a fragment-level bias model using the alpine Bioconductor package [35] (v1.2.0). The 156 bias model is fit for each library separately, using a set of single-isoform genes with length between 600 and 157 7,000 bp and between 500 and 10,000 assigned reads. The alpine bias model included random hexamer bias, 158 fragment GC bias, positional bias along the transcript, and the fragment length distribution. After fitting the 159 bias model, we use it to obtain a predicted coverage of each base pair in each annotated transcript using the 160 fitted parameters for these four factors. For transcripts where the prediction fails (e.g., transcripts shorter than 161 the estimated fragment length and transcripts with no overlapping reads), we assume a uniform coverage 162 rather than excluding them from subsequent analysis steps. Next, we rescale the predicted base pair coverages 163 by dividing with their total sum and multiplying with the average fragment length and the estimated transcript 164 counts from each of the transcript abundance estimation methods, in order to get an estimate of the number 165 of reads predicted to cover each position on the transcript. We also extract the position of annotated splice 166 junctions within each transcript, and the predicted coverage at the base just before an annotated junction is 167 used as the predicted number of reads from that transcript that align across the junction. Finally, we sum the 168 predicted number of junction-spanning reads for each junction across all transcripts, in a strand-aware fashion 169 (since the libraries are stranded) in order to get the total number of reads predicted to span any given junction.
170
Observed junction coverage 171 The observed junction coverage (the number of reads mapping across a given junction) is obtained using STAR
172
[34] (v2.5.3a). We build an index using the reference genome (primary assembly) and the Ensembl gtf file, and 173 align the reads with default settings. The number of uniquely mapping and multimapping reads spanning 174 each annotated junction are extracted from the SJ.out.tab output file from the STAR alignment.
175
The junction coverage compatibility score 176 To quantify the level of agreement between the predicted junction coverages based on any of the transcript 177 abundance estimation methods and the observed number of junction reads from STAR, we define a family of 178 gene-wise junction coverage compatibility (JCC) scores, parametrized by two arguments: a weighting function 179 g and a scaling indicator β (see below). For a given g and β, the JCC score for gene i is defined by abundances with Salmon and kallisto, and count junction-spanning reads for each annotated junction with Figure 5 : Relative transcript abundances for modified genes, with each of the eight transcript abundance estimation methods. Genes are stratified (vertically) based on whether the transcript that is most similar (by Jaccard index of covered nucleotides) to the artificial transcript is the one contributing the 3'UTR, the one contributing the internal structure, or another isoform of the gene (see Figure 1C ). For each gene we calculate the relative abundance of the transcript contributing the 3'UTR, the one contributing the internal structure, and all other isoforms of the gene combined (indicated with color). Finally, genes are stratified (horizontally) based on whether the artificial transcript contains the long or short variant of the 3'UTR. Generally, most methods assign the highest abundance to the transcript that is most similar to the artificial transcript from which the reads were generated, with the exception of SalmonCDS and StringTie, which assign higher abundances to the transcripts that are most similar to the artificial transcript in terms of the internal structure. The numbers above the boxplots indicate the number of genes in each category. an internal validation system, thereby circumventing the need for an external data set or additional replicates 363 for evaluation of transcript abundance estimation accuracy. A high score, indicating poor compatibility between 364 the junction coverages estimated from the transcript abundance estimates and the observed junction coverages, 365 can be caused, e.g., by inaccurate transcript abundance estimates (e.g., for transcripts that share large parts of
